
  

 

  
 

 

 

     

     

 

 
Interactive Content Presentations 

Introduction 

An Interactive Content Presentation (ICP) is a PowerPoint presentation designed for touchscreens, 

combing the benefits of oral and poster presentations. ICPs allow authors to orally present their 

research to conference attendees and opens the opportunity to be interactive. 

 

The format allows authors several options for designing and presenting their research; you may 

choose to create a single, 20-minute long presentation, or a shorter presentation which could be 

presented several times within the 20-minute timeslot. Authors can be creative with their ICP by 

including videos, images or animations. This can help participants remember the presentation and 

encourage questions or further enquiries following the ICP session. Equally, ICPs should be intuitive 

and self-contained so that audience members can navigate the presentation themselves without the 

author present. 

 

ICP sessions will be held at the end of associated scientific and technical sessions. 2-minutes will be 

allocated at the end of scientific and technical sessions for each ICP author to present a summary of 

their research. The audience will then move to ICP stations located directly outside the conference 

room, where ICP authors will be allocated an ICP station and have 15-20 minutes to present their 

research and interact directly with audience members.  

 

The presentations will remain available after the end of each ICP session and will remain viewable for 

the rest of the conference, with the exception of when stations are allocated for ICP sessions. This 

enables audiences to view ICPs even if they missed the ICP session and for authors to discuss their 

research outside of their allocated ICP session. 

Authors are asked to prepare a single ICP file in PowerPoint format. This file is to include a brief 2-

minute summary of their research at the beginning of the file, followed by the full interactive 

presentation that will be used during the ICP session. The summary should only be 1-2 slides long as 

because of the 2-minute time limit for this part of the presentation. They should be eye-catching and 

show the main conclusions or results of the research as this will encourage audience members to 

visit your ICP station during the following ICP session. 

For more guidelines on creating an ICP, see Interactive Content Presentation Guidelines. 

ICP Topics 

ICP topics must be consistent with the objectives of the conference. Please see Section C: Format 

and Topics on the Conference webpage for details on accepted topics.  
 

ICP Station Format 

https://conferences.iaea.org/indico/event/129/page/6


  

 

  
 

 

The ICP Stations will have 42” 16:9 touch screens with internet access. The system will use custom 

conference software powered by Windows 10 and will have PowerPoint 2016. The touchscreens will 

show three buttons to move forwards and backwards in the presentation and access the table of 

contents of that particular session. 

 

Further Information 

For more information see the conference website: http://www-

pub.iaea.org/iaeameetings/50819/International-Conference-on-Physical-Protection-of-Nuclear-

Material-and-Nuclear-Facilities. 
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